**Token Name: SKM**

Token Generation Event: 1,500,000,000 SKM tokens.
Please note that: 1.5 billion SKM tokens will be generated during token sale period.
This does not include an intended 1%-2% annual inflation rate for the miners.

**SKM Allocation Summary**

- **20%** Team and Angel
- **26%** Token Sales
- **10%** Advisor
- **15%** Community Building
- **29%** Foundation

**Token Distribution Plan**

**TOKEN SALES**
26% of SKM created during the Contribution Period will be allocated to the Private Sale Investors and Public Contributors who send ETH to the designated address. Any unsold part will be reallocated to the foundation. The tokens for Private Sale will be distributed in 3 parts (1/3 for Pre-ICO. The rest will be distributed evenly over two months).

**ADVISORS**
10% of SKM created during the Contribution Period will be allocated to the advisors. Lock up period: 6 months and will be distributed in parts.

**COMMUNITY BUILDING & MARKETING**
15% of SKM created during the Contribution Period will be allocated to marketing and community building.

**TEAM AND ANGEL**
20% of SKM created during the Contribution Period will be allocated to the Angel and Cornerstone investors. Any unsold part will be reallocated to the foundation. The tokens will be distributed in 3 parts (1/3 for Pre-ICO. The rest will be distributed evenly over two months).

**FOUNDATION**
29% of SKM created during the Contribution Period will be hold by Foundation, gradually deliver to foundation team, key influencers, some community contributor, key cooperative institutions, and other community contributors. Lock up period: 12 months.